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Abstract—Most modern operating system kernels are written in C, making them vulnerable to buffer overflow and buffer over-read attacks. Microsoft has developed an extension to the C language named Checked C which provides new source language constructs that allow the compiler to prevent NULL pointer dereferences and static memory safety errors through static analysis and run-time check insertion. We evaluate the use of Checked C on operating system kernel code by refactoring parts of the FreeBSD kernel to use Checked C extensions. We describe our experience refactoring the code that implements system calls and UDP and IP networking. We then evaluate the refactoring effort and the performance of the refactored kernel. It took two undergraduate students approximately three months to refactor the system calls, the network packet (mbuf) utility routines, and parts of the IP and UDP processing code. Our experiments show that using Checked C incurred no performance or code size overheads.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Most modern operating system (OS) kernels, such as Linux [14] and FreeBSD [39], are implemented in C. However, due to C’s lack of memory safety and type safety, OS kernels written in C can have exploitable memory safety errors. These memory safety errors may lead to the kernel having denial of service (DoS) [3], [4], [6], [8], privilege escalation [4], [8], and arbitrary code execution [6], [7] vulnerabilities. Memory safety errors in OS kernels are extremely dangerous as kernels form the foundation of the entire software stack; successful exploitation of kernel memory safety errors can lead to memory corruption and information disclosure [16]. Such attacks can even bypass defenses such as Data Execution Prevention (DEP) [2] and Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) [19], [41].

To mitigate these vulnerabilities, one could rewrite the OS kernel in a safe language; examples include Singularity [30] (Sing# [26]), Mirage [38] (OCaml), Redox [24] and Tock [36] (Rust), and Biscuit [23] (Go). However, rewriting the OS kernel requires significant programmer effort. Another approach is to use automatic compiler transformations to enforce memory safety [21], [22] or Control Flow Integrity (CFI) [9]. Memory safety transformations on kernel code have high overhead (some kernel latency increase by as much as 35× [21]) while CFI approaches [20], [27], [29] fail to mitigate non-control data attacks [17].

Checked C [25], [44] is a new safe C dialect from Microsoft that extends the C language with new pointer types for which the compiler automatically performs NULL pointer checks and array bounds checks; the compiler either proves that use of the pointer is safe at compile time or inserts run-time checks to ensure safety at run-time. Checked C has low performance overhead (only 8.6% on selected benchmarks [25]), and its spatial safety checks mitigate both control-data [43], [48] and non-control data [17] attacks.

In this paper, we investigate the use of Checked C in refactoring parts of an OS kernel to be spatially memory safe. Specifically, we quantify the performance and code size overheads of using Checked C on OS kernel code and identify challenges and solutions to using Checked C on OS kernel code. We chose FreeBSD 12 stable to harden with Checked C as FreeBSD uses Clang and LLVM [35] as its default compiler; Checked C is based on Clang and LLVM [25]. Since there are millions of lines of code inside the FreeBSD kernel, we refactored kernel components that we think are part of the kernel’s attack surface. Specifically, we refactored code that copies data between application memory and kernel memory i.e., code using the copyin() and copyout() functions [5], as such code, if incorrect, would allow applications to read or corrupt the OS kernel’s memory. We also refactored code in the TCP/IP stack as the TCP/IP stack processes data from untrusted networks. Specifically, we modified the mbuf utility routines [46] which manipulate packet headers and parts of the UDP and IP processing code.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II provides background on Checked C. Section III describes the threat model. Section IV discusses how we refactored the FreeBSD kernel to use Checked C features. Section V discusses our refactoring efforts. Section VI presents the results of our evaluation on the refactored FreeBSD kernel. Section VII discusses related work, and Section VIII concludes.

II. BACKGROUND ON CHECKED C

Checked C [25], [44] is a new safe C dialect. Checked C’s design distinguishes itself from previous safe-C works [18], [32], [34] in that it enables programmers to easily convert existing C code into safe Checked C code incrementally, and it maintains high backward compatibility. Currently, Checked C provides no temporal memory safety protections, so our work does not discuss temporal memory safety. In this section, we briefly introduce Checked C’s key features: new types of pointers (Section II-A), checked regions (Section II-B), and bounds-safe interfaces (Section II-C).

A. New Pointer Types

Checked C extends C with three new types of pointers for spatial memory safety: ptr<T>, array_ptr<T>, and
Checked pointers are used to point to singleton objects and disallow pointer arithmetic. Listing 1 shows a simple example of defining a ptr<T> pointer. array_ptr<T> pointers are for arrays and thus allow pointer arithmetic. When initialized, it must be associated with a bounds expression. Listing 1 shows an example of an array_ptr<T> to an array of characters. The bounds expression count(sizeof(s)) indicates the length of the array. The array length can either be a constant or an expression. The bounds expression enables the compiler to do static compile-time bounds checking and to insert dynamic runtime checks when it cannot determine at compile-time if a pointer dereference is safe. Note that although the bounds information is semantically coupled with an array_ptr<T>.

Checked C’s implementation avoids real fat pointer representation (such as what Cyclone [32] does) to maintain backward compatibility. nt_array_ptr<T> is a special case of array_ptr<T> with the constraint that it can only point to NULL-terminated arrays. Besides bounds checking, Checked C also does NULL pointer checking for pointer dereference. In our work on the FreeBSD kernel, we primarily use ptr<T> and array_ptr<T>.

Checked C uses strict type checking: it disallows direct assignment between checked and unchecked pointers [25]; in addition, checked pointers with different bounds expressions cannot be assigned to each other because Checked C treats them as pointers of different types. When such assignment is necessary, Checked C provides a dynamic_bounds_cast<T>() operator to use. A dynamic bounds cast is an operation which compares the bounds information before and after the cast and determines whether the assignment is legal: the source pointer’s bounds must be equal or larger than the destination pointer. Listing 2 shows a simple example of dynamic_bounds_cast<T>().

B. Checked Regions

Programmers can write code that uses both the new checked pointers and legacy unchecked pointers. This enables easy incremental conversion of legacy code. However, unchecked pointers can break the memory safety benefit ensured by checked pointers in code blocks where checked and unchecked pointers are mixed. To guarantee spatial memory safety, programmers can annotate a block of code (a source file, a function, or even a single statement) with the _Checked keyword [25]. In a checked region, all pointers must be checked pointers, and code in checked regions cannot call variadic functions or functions that have not been previously declared. Ruef et al. [44] prove that checked regions cannot induce spatial memory safety violations. Note that checked pointers can still be used in unchecked regions, and spatial memory safety checks are performed on those pointers.

C. Bounds Safe Interface

To achieve better interaction between checked and unchecked regions, Checked C provides Bounds-safe interfaces [25]. Bounds-safe interfaces allow the compiler to assign bounds expressions to a function’s unchecked pointer arguments. Such interfaces serve two purposes. First, a bounds-safe interface on a function prototype allows code to pass a checked pointer to a function that takes unchecked pointers as input. In this case, the compiler performs a static bounds check (similar to assignment between checked pointers) on the checked pointer when the function is called. This allows unmodified legacy code to take checked pointers as input. Listing 3 shows an example. Second, a bounds-safe interface allows legacy code to pass an unchecked pointer to a function that takes checked pointers as input. In this case, the compiler will create a checked pointer within the body of the function that points to the same memory as the unchecked pointer that is passed into the function; the bounds of the checked pointer is specified by the bounds-safe interface. This ensures that the checked code within the function does not cause a spatial memory safety error when using the pointer passed from unmodified legacy code.

III. Threat Model

Our threat model assumes that the OS kernel is benign but that it may have exploitable spatial memory safety errors such as buffer overflows [42] and buffer overreads [47]. We assume that attackers may be legitimate users on the system that can write programs that invoke system calls or remote entities that can send arbitrary packets to the system over an IPv4 or IPv6 TCP/IP network. While the OS kernel could also have exploitable temporal memory safety errors [10], we exclude these from our threat model.

IV. Implementation

Since we started this project in November 2019, we used version 96e4565 of the Checked C compiler 1 which was, at that time, the latest version of Checked C. The compiler can compile the original FreeBSD 12 kernel.

We refactored two components of the FreeBSD kernel. First, we modified some system call code that copies data between user-space memory and kernel-space memory using copyin(), copyout() and copyinstr() [5]. If system call code passes a length argument that is too large to these functions, an application using the system call may be able to

---

1https://github.com/microsoft/checkedc-clang

---

```c
int val = 10;
char s[10] = "hello";
ptr<int> p1 = &val;
array_ptr<int> p2 : count(sizeof(s)) = s;
```

Listing 1. Checked Pointer Declaration

```c
array_ptr<char> s : count(?) = "abcdef";
array_ptr<char> s1 : count(5) =
    dynamic_bounds_cast<array_ptr<char>>(s, count(5));
```

Listing 2. Checked C Bounds Casts
read private kernel data or corrupt kernel memory. Second, we hardened parts of the network stack as it processes network packets from potentially untrusted sources; errors in manipulating network packets might lead to remotely exploitable code. Specifically, we modified the library routines that manipulate network packets (called mbufs [39]) and then modified parts of the IP and UDP protocol code to use checked pointers.

A. Kernel Support Routines

We first refactored support functions that are needed by both refactored and unmodified code. These functions must accept checked pointers and unchecked pointers as inputs and return values. We refactored most of these functions to have a bounds safe interface using the features described in Section II-C.

We could not, however, refactor the memory copying and initialization functions (memset(), memcpy(), and memmove()) to use a bound safe interface as it caused safe code to fail to compile. We observed that the bounds safe interface requires that the bounds of a checked pointer argument be equal to the separate bounds argument. However, in some cases, these functions are used to copy or initialize a subset of the memory pointed to by a pointer. For example, the code in Listing 3 is memory-safe, but our version of the Checked C compiler fails to compile it: the length for array a is 5 while the amount of data to be copied is 4. The variable a and the formal parameter src have different types due to the size mismatch [44].

We must use a dynamic bounds cast (Section II-A) to create a new pointer that has its bound equal to the memory area needing to be initialized or copied. The Checked C compiler will insert a dynamic check on the cast to ensure the new bounds is no greater than the target pointer’s bounds. Listing 4 adds a dynamic bounds cast to reduce the length of the destination buffer to equal the amount of data to be copied; this code compiles and executes correctly.

To ease the refactoring burden, we created macros that wrap memset(), memcpy(), and memmove(). These macros use a dynamic bound cast on its checked pointer input to reduce the pointer’s bounds to the correct size before calling the original library functions which we modified to use a bounds safe interface. Code using checked pointers can use our wrapper macros to avoid compiler errors conveniently.

We also modified the function prototype of the kernel’s malloc() and free() functions to provide a bounds safe interface so that they work with both checked and unchecked C pointers. FreeBSD has an optimization in which it inlines the code that zeros the memory object if the size of the memory object is a constant. We disabled this optimization as it is implemented using a macro wrapper around malloc(); Checked C does not support macros with arguments that take both checked and unchecked C pointers like bounds safe interfaces do.

B. Copyin and Copyout Functions

The FreeBSD kernel’s copyin(), copyout() and copyinstr() [5], [39] functions copy data between user-space application memory and kernel memory. Each ensures that the kernel can recover if the pointer to user-space memory is invalid; however, they do not ensure that the kernel buffer is large enough for the copy operation. These functions are implemented in assembly language to maximize performance; we cannot implement them efficiently in C. Furthermore, we want both checked code and unchecked code to use a single copy of these functions to avoid unnecessary code duplication.

Listing 5 shows the basic idea of how we refactored the copyin(), copyout() and copyinstr() [5] function prototypes to provide a bounds safe interface. For the convenience of reading, trivial keywords (e.g. __restrict) are removed from the source code. The kernel address pointer can be either a checked or unchecked pointer. When checked pointers are passed to copyin(), copyout() and copyinstr() in our refactored kernel, the Checked C compiler will ensure that the kernel buffer is large enough to contain the data that

```
Listing 3. Bounds-Safe Interface Causing Compilation Error

Listing 4. Correct Bounds-Safe Interface with Dynamic Bounds Cast

Listing 5. Refactored copyin(), copyout() and copyinstr()
```
is to be copied. Section IV-C describes how we refactored the system call code to pass checked pointers to copyin(), copyout() and copyinstr().

C. System Call Modifications

Since FreeBSD has more than 100 system calls, we chose to modify a subset of them. Table I shows the system calls that we refactored.

In most cases, the kernel passes the address of local variables to the copyin(), copyout() and copyinstr() functions. To refactor the code, we created one new local checked pointer for every local variable passed into these functions, assigned the address of the local variable to the checked pointer, and modified calls to copyin(), copyout() and copyinstr() to use the new checked pointer. In some cases, we had to use dynamic_bounds_cast() to shrink the bounds of an existing checked pointer. For example, uiomove_faultflag() uses copyin() and copyout() to transfer data for scatter/gather I/O. The code loops through a list of user-space buffers and copies the data of each user-space buffer into one contiguous kernel buffer. Consequently, the size of the kernel buffer must be progressively reduced each time the loop appends new data to the kernel buffer.

D. TCP/IP Stack Modifications

An mbuf is a data structure that represents a single network packet [46]; it is used to represent packets for all of the network protocols supported by the FreeBSD kernel. An mbuf contains a header and a buffer area in which the packet’s data is stored. A pointer in the mbuf header points to the first memory location in the mbuf occupied by data. By moving the pointer in the mbuf header, the FreeBSD kernel can quickly add and remove network protocol headers e.g., UDP and IP headers.

The FreeBSD kernel provides a set of utility routines that the network stack can use to manipulate the mbuf [46]. For example, m_prepend() adds extra space to the beginning of the data within an mbuf by decrementing the pointer in the mbuf header, allowing for efficient prepending of headers without data copying. Hence, as Figure 1 illustrates, an mbuf uses an individual pointer to point to the first address of the packet held within the mbuf instead of pointing to the initial address of the buffer region within the mbuf.

We refactored all the mbuf utility routines to be in checked regions so that Checked C enforces spatial memory safety. We changed all unchecked pointers to use checked pointer types, modified all functions called by the routines to be in checked regions, and added bounds-safe interfaces for the routines. We did leave a few functions outside of checked regions. For example, m_alloc() (which allocates an mbuf [46]) calls a function in the kernel memory allocation library that is outside of our refactoring scope and is therefore outside a checked region. The memory safety of these functions requires manual inspection for now but could be proved by Checked C when we refactor more of the kernel.

Aside from the exceptions stated below, pointers and memory buffers allocated within and used by the mbuf utility routines have complete spatial memory safety. Additionally, the bounds-safe interfaces ensure that the mbuf utility routines will be memory safe when they use buffers passed in from unmodified kernel code so long as that code passes in buffers with sufficient size. Operations that manipulate these pointers, including prepending, appending, inserting, and removing, enforce spatial memory safety.

However, we could not put all mbuf code into checked regions. Two scenarios account for the majority of difficulty. First, some mbuf routines call code in other kernel subsystems that we have not yet refactored; such code must be outside checked regions. Second, some mbuf code uses pointer arithmetic to generate out-of-bound pointers that are used in comparisons but not dereferenced. Checked C considers such pointers to be out of bounds even though they are not used to read or write out of the bounds of their referent memory object.

After refactoring the mbuf code, we refactored the ip_input(), ip_output(), udp_input(), and udp_output() functions to place their code within checked regions. ip_input() and udp_input() process the IP and UDP headers of incoming packets, respectively, while ip_output() and udp_output() add IP and UDP headers to outgoing packets, respectively [46]. We refactored all functions called by these four functions to be in checked regions as well. We did not refactor the IP routing table code due to time.

V. Refactoring Effort and Challenges

To evaluate the cost of our refactoring work, we measured the number of lines we added and deleted using the git

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functions</th>
<th>System Calls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>copyin()</td>
<td>sys_read(), sys_readv(), sys_pread(), sys_preadv(), sys_write(), sys_writev(), sys_pwrite(), sys_pwritev(), sys_sendto(), sys_sendmsg(), sys_sendfile(), sys_recvmmsg(), sys_recmmsg()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp; copyout()</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>copyinstr()</td>
<td>sys_open(), sys_chmod(), sys_chown()</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Memory Layout of an mbuf Data Structure.

TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Added</th>
<th>Deleted</th>
<th>Files Modified</th>
<th>Lines in Checked Regions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,779</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>1,068</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
diff --stat command between the latest Checked C modified kernel and the original kernel source code (revision 2ade061 from the FreeBSD 12 git repository). This count includes comments and white space we added to the kernel. We also counted the number of files we modified. Our results in Table II show that we modified a small percentage of the original FreeBSD 12 kernel’s 302,406 lines of code. We also counted the number of lines of code that are within checked regions; such code cannot induce a spatial memory safety violation [44]. As Table II shows, most of the code we added is within checked regions.

We also estimated our programmer effort on the project. Two undergraduate students spent about 7.3 hours a week on the project for 3 months. This includes time spent writing and debugging code, compiling the kernel, writing test suites, and reading material needed for the project. The pure coding and debugging time spent on this project is around 3 hours a week.

The incremental conversion features of Checked C and its compatibility with C eased our refactoring efforts: we were able to modify functions and add small checked regions instead of completely rewriting the kernel. Bounds safe interfaces allowed us to reuse existing kernel functions with both checked pointers and unchecked C pointers. However, we observed a few challenges during our refactoring efforts due to Checked C’s design or implementation:

1) Checked C’s bounds checking cannot always deduce pointer bounds equality after performing pointer arithmetic. For example, if \( p \) is a checked array pointer, the compiler cannot infer that \( p \) and \( p + x - x \) have the same bounds; instead, it generates a compile-time warning (an error when compiling the FreeBSD kernel). Programmers must insert a dynamic bounds cast operation to force the compiler to check that the two pointer expressions have the same bounds.

2) As mentioned in the last paragraph of Section IV-A, Checked C does not permit programmers to write C preprocessor macros that have bounds safe interfaces that accept both checked and unchecked pointers as inputs to the same parameter. As numerous macros are used in the kernel, we were forced to write new versions of macros that take checked pointers as inputs and to refactor existing code that uses checked pointers to use the new macros. Because of this issue, we created a new set of macros for the kernel linked list implementation with 11 additional lines.

3) We observed that the FreeBSD kernel frequently allocates local variables and copies data between application memory and these local variables using copyin() and copyout(). In the original kernel, the address of these local variables can be passed to copyin() and copyout() by using the address-of operator (&). In Checked C, a separate checked pointer variable must be created to point to the local variable, and this new checked pointer variable is passed to copyin() and copyout(). As this creates many unnecessary pointer variables, it would be convenient if Checked C enhanced the address-of operator to automatically create a checked pointer in calls to functions that can take checked pointers.

VI. Evaluation

We evaluated the performance and code size overheads of our refactored FreeBSD kernel. For performance, we evaluated the following components:

- **File System**: the bandwidth for file read.
- **System Calls**: the latency of several common system calls such as read(), write(), and open().
- **Pipe**: the bandwidth and transaction latency of pipe I/O using the read() and write() system calls.
- **Unix Socket**: the bandwidth and transaction latency for Unix domain sockets using the read() and write system calls.
- **UDP**: the bandwidth and transaction latency for an IPv4 UDP socket.

We used the LMBench suite [40] to measure the performance of system calls, the file system, and pipes as well as the latency of Unix domain and IPv4 UDP sockets. The open() system call uses our refactored copyinstr() function, and the file system and networking experiments utilize our refactored read(), write(), send(), and recv() system calls. We used iPerf3 [1] to measure IPv4 and IPv6 UDP bandwidth. iPerf3 sets up a client process and server process which communicate over a network; the datagram size is configurable. iPerf3 transmits data between the client and server for 10 seconds while calculating the bandwidth once per second.

We performed our experiments on a machine with one i7-7700 Intel CPU (4 cores, 8 threads) running at 3.60 GHz. Our machine had 16 GB of DRAM and a 500 GB solid state drive (SSD). We ran each benchmark 10 times. For the network tests, we ran the server and the client on the same machine. We configured a UDP server and client using iPerf3 with a buffer size of 65,507 bytes (the maximum buffer size that iPerf3 accepts) and to report bandwidth in MB/s. We also disabled the limitation on bandwidth. We switched the client mode between IPv4 and IPv6 to measure both IPv4 and IPv6 performance.

We used version 2ade061 of the stable/12 branch of FreeBSD’s online repository.² Our baseline kernel is the original FreeBSD kernel compiled by the Checked C compiler as we wanted to measure the overhead of using the Checked C features. We compiled both the baseline kernel and the Checked C kernel using default compiler flags.

A. Performance Overhead

1) **System Calls**: To understand how our changes affect system call performance, we used LMBench [40] v3.0-a9 to measure the latency of several system calls and the bandwidth of file I/O, pipe I/O, and Unix domain socket I/O on the baseline and Checked C kernels. We ran each LMBench

TABLE III  
FREEBSD KERNEL PERFORMANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>FreeBSD12</th>
<th>Checked-FreeBSD12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latency (ns)</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Std Dev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getpid</td>
<td>187.96</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read</td>
<td>260.22</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write</td>
<td>233.14</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>open</td>
<td>1,874.72</td>
<td>6.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipe I/O</td>
<td>4,573.20</td>
<td>38.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unix</td>
<td>4,921.33</td>
<td>64.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth (MB/s)</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Std Dev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File I/O</td>
<td>13,076.88</td>
<td>48.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unix</td>
<td>1,677.64</td>
<td>6.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>socket I/O</td>
<td>10,351.54</td>
<td>176.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV  
UDP BENCHMARK RESULT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>FreeBSD12</th>
<th>Checked-FreeBSD12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latency (ns)</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Std Dev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDPSocket I/O</td>
<td>8,133.78</td>
<td>44.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth (MB/s)</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Std Dev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP socket I/O</td>
<td>5,702</td>
<td>5.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP6 socket I/O</td>
<td>5,117</td>
<td>12.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our results in Table III show that our changes induce almost no performance overhead when accounting for standard deviation. As the Checked C compiler can optimize away some checks [25], we believe the low overhead is due to the Checked C compiler optimizing away bounds checks. As Section V states, in many calls to `copyin()` and `copyout()`, the function calling `copyin()` or `copyout()` is passing a pointer to a local variable. It is trivial for the compiler to prove that the length passed to `copyin()` or `copyout()` is identical to the length of the local variable, especially since the same expression is used as the length of buffer to which the checked pointer points and as the length of data that `copyin()` or `copyout()` should transfer.

2) UDP & IP: Since LMBench [40] v3.0-a9 does not provide a complete UDP bandwidth test, we only used LMBench to measure UDP latency. We used iPerf3 [1] to measure the bandwidth; we report the bandwidth iPerf3 measured for its server process. As the results in Table IV show, our changes incur nearly no overhead. This is expected; we only refactored the code that processes UDP and IP headers, and this code is only used once per packet when sending or receiving a UDP packet.

B. Code Size Overhead

We measured sizes of the compiled kernel binaries with the `ls -1` command. Since the Checked C compiler inserts dynamic checks into the refactored (checked) kernel, we expect the checked version to be larger than the original kernel. However, to our surprise, the original baseline kernel is 31,295,952 bytes, while the checked kernel is 31,295,448 bytes, which is 504 bytes smaller. We disassembled both kernels and checked a sample function that shrank and observed that some functions that we have not modified shrank in size in the checked kernel. When compiling the Checked C kernel, the Checked C compiler makes different instruction selection choices that cause certain instruction sequences to be shorter in the checked kernel. For example, in `sigexit_handler()`, a function we did not modify, the compiler generated a shorter `mov` instruction for the checked kernel.

We also counted the number of dynamic checks inserted by the Checked C compiler. For each dynamic check, the compiler inserts code to execute an undefined instruction `ud2` [31] and directs the control flow to it if the run-time check fails. We disassembled both kernels and found 173 additional `ud2` instructions in the checked kernel, which indicates the compiler inserted at least 173 dynamic checks.

C. Checked C Compiler vs. Original Clang Compiler

When compiling code that does not use Checked C features, the Checked C compiler should produce code that has the same performance as when it is compiled with the original Clang compiler. To verify this, we compiled the original FreeBSD kernel with both the original unmodified Clang 9.0 compiler and the Checked C compiler which is based on Clang 9.0. We then ran all our benchmarks again on both kernels; we used a different machine for this experiment, but its specifications are identical to our first machine save for a smaller 256 GB SSD. We found that both kernels have the same performance. Hence, the overhead from the modified FreeBSD kernel must be due to our kernel modifications and any dynamic checks that Checked C introduces.

VII. RELATED WORK

A. Safe C Dialects

There are a few safe C dialects that provide spatial and/or temporal memory safety. Similar to Checked C, Cyclone [32] combines static analysis and dynamic checking to catch out-of-bounds accesses; unlike Checked C, Cyclone uses "fat" pointers - integrating bounds information with raw C pointers - to allow pointer arithmetic. Consequently, it breaks backward compatibility when interacting with legacy library code. Deputy [18] extends C’s type system with dependent types to incorporate pointers’ bounds information into types; like Checked C, it maintains backwards compatibility by avoiding fat pointers but also requires programmers to annotate their code. SafeDrive [49] applied Deputy to secure Linux device drivers and to automatically restart failed device drivers. Our work is similar to the refactoring work in SafeDrive but evaluates the effects of refactoring core kernel code. Control-C [34] is a subset of C specifically targeting real-time embedded systems. It restricts certain C features (e.g., it disallows casts between any pointer type) so that all the memory safety...
checking can be done at compile time. Although incurring no runtime overhead, it is not suitable for refactoring general-purpose OS kernels due to its restrictions.

B. OS Written in a Safe Programming Language

Many research and prototype OS kernels have been written in memory-safe and type-safe programming languages, including SPIN [13] (Modula-3), JX [28] and KaffeOS [11], [12] (Java), Singularity [30] (Sing# [26]), Mirage [38] (OCaml), Redox [24] and Tock [36] (Rust), and Biscuit [23] (Go). A few common obstacles hinder wide adoption of such operating systems. First, these OS kernels suffer from compatibility issues with existing low-level programs such as device drivers. Second, it takes significant programmer effort to rewrite an OS kernel. Checked C’s features allowed us to add spatial memory safety to the FreeBSD kernel incrementally and cheaply while using FreeBSD’s existing device drivers.

C. Automatic Compiler Instrumentation

Automatic compiler instrumentation can also mitigate memory safety vulnerabilities. Some solutions, such as KCoFi [20], the work of Ge et al. [27], kGuard [33], and FINECFI [37] restrict control flow to prevent various control-flow hijacking attacks. Unlike our work, these systems do not mitigate non-control data attacks. KENALI [45] uses CFI [9] and Data Flow Integrity [15] to prevent memory safety attacks from performing privilege escalation attacks by protecting the OS kernel’s access control mechanisms, but it does not protect other kernel data structures from theft or corruption. Secure Virtual Architecture (SVA) [21], [22] provides both spatial and temporal memory safety to an OS kernel, preventing both control flow hijacking and non-control data attacks. However, SVA incurs 28.9% to 280% performance overhead on common system calls. Checked C provides spatial memory safety with low performance overhead, but only refactored code provides protection; unmodified code can still be vulnerable.

VIII. CONCLUSION

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to refactor OS kernel code to use Checked C [25]. Our current experience leads us to believe that using Checked C on OS kernel code will yield efficient spatial memory safety protections against buffer overflow [42] and buffer overread [47] attacks with a modest refactoring cost. Given our positive experience, we will continue refactoring more kernel code to use checked pointers and will investigate whether the FreeBSD community is interested in accepting our changes to the kernel upstream.
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